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Until recently the words “bat conservation” were rarely
heard.  Today, more people understand how beneficial bats
are, but less bats are being seen flying through the night sky.
Now, more than ever, bat conservation is an important and
extremely necessary action.

Why do bats need our help?  Believe it or not, nearly
40% of all bats are endangered or threatened. Consider their
importance to our ecosystem, and you will agree this figure is
frightening.  Bats perform many essential services from eating
millions of tons of pesky insects annually to dispersing seeds
in tropical rainforests.

Fruit bats, which live in the
tropics, disperse seeds that

help rainforests
regenerate

after a

disturbance.  Bats eat the ripe
fruit growing on trees and
then spit or defecate out
the seeds, usually while
flying.  These seeds then
grow into new trees.  You can
imagine how important this is in
our rapidly disappearing tropical rainforest ecosystems.

Many types of bats drink nectar from flowers.  Like
hummingbirds and butterflies, these bats actually pollinate
the flowers from which they drink.  As a matter of fact, many
fruits that we enjoy rely on bats for pollination.  Some
examples are mangos and avocados.

Most bats in the United States feed on insects.  Not only
do bats eat many backyard pests, but they also consume
insects detrimental to farm crops.  One bat can eat up to
1,200 mosquito-sized insects each hour – eating up to their

full body weight in insects nightly.  This is equivalent
to an adult human eating about 60 large pizzas

each day!
Bats are important, but why do they

need our help?  Unfortunately many people
still believe myths about bats and will go out

of their way to destroy them.  Some examples of false
myths include the beliefs that bats will fly into your hair;
that they will attack you; and that all of them have

rabies.  Of course none of these tales are true.  An easy
way to stop these widespread beliefs and help bats is
to take the time to teach others the truth.  If you

know someone who is afraid of bats, ease their fears.
Let them know bats are not frightening and are
beneficial to us all.

A major problem bats face every day is habitat
destruction.  Many bats in the U.S. prefer to roost in

dead or dying trees (called “snags”), crawling under loose
and peeling bark or using tree cavities.  However, most of us
tend to remove snags from our yards.  Here are two simple
ways you can help.
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Backyard Bat Adventures
When I get enthusiastic about wildlife that I hope to be able to entice into

my backyard, I’ll do some research, make the habitat changes that should say
“Welcome!,” and then expect results.

We can’t really put out bat feeders. I assumed that the trees and shrubs in my
landscape will provide cover for bats in search of a place to rest.  Many of us have
put up bat boxes.  Fifteen years ago, I placed an early, simple, design on a tree at
the back of my yard. I was patient.  Four years later, a flicker pecked a hole
through the front of the box. No bats. End of my bat box story.

Each of us can do better than I did in finding ways to help wildlife in our
own yards.  Last summer, some participants of NWF’s Pacific Northwest Summit
accompanied me to the certified habitat of Tricia Otto.  For years, Tricia had tried
different bat house designs at her Washington home.  She had little success but
she persevered.  Eventually, bat sightings near her bat boxes increased.  Ms. Otto
had mounted a number of bat boxes above an attached barn shed, raised off the
side of the barn on 1/2 inch furring strips.  Observation revealed that the bats

weren’t using the boxes at all; they were crawling up
behind the boxes in the narrow space between barn
boards and box. She took down the boxes replacing
them with a sheet of plywood painted black and raised
off the barn by perhaps 1/2".  She now has many bats
using her “bat board,” which provides just what the
bats needed!

We hope each of you will persevere in your
efforts.  Be patient, but try new ways of providing
habitat for bats and all of the other thousands of
animals and plants that can use every bit of help we
might offer.
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Bats – Our Essential Allies (continued from front page)

Organizations & Web Sites:
Organization for Bat Conservation, 1553 Haslett

Road, Haslett, MI 48840, (517) 339-5200,
obcbats@aol.com, www.batconservation.org.

Bat Conservation International, P.O. Box 162603,
Austin, TX  78716, (512) 327-9721, www.batcon.org.

Bat Conservation Society of Canada, P.O. Box 56042
Airways Postal Outlet, Calgary, Alberta T2E8K5, Canada,
BCSC@cadvision.com.

Basically Bats, 6146 Fieldcrest Dr., Morrow, GA
30260, (770) 961-4127, www.lads.com/basicallybats/.

First, if you have snags in your yard, and they pose no
hazard to your home, leave them up.  They not only provide
homes for bats, but for birds as well.  Second, build or buy bat
houses.  Bat houses, properly designed and placed, provide
alternative roosting sites for bats.  They also give bats a place
to live outside of our attics and garages.  They provide natural
pest control for our yards.

Although bat houses are an easy way to help bats, there
are some important requirements in making sure your bat
house will actually work.  See pages 4-5 for details.

Another way to help bats is to keep your yard as natural as
possible.  Don’t use pesticides, and plant trees and vines to
provide roosting areas for the many types of bats that don’t use
bat houses.  You can also plant herbs and flowers that bloom
at night; or leave on one outdoor light to attract night flying
insects for bats to eat.  Add a water garden or backyard pond
as a water source for the bats.

Bat conservation may be one of the most important, but
difficult endeavors of the 21st century.  Many bats need our
help, and it remains difficult to convince people that bats are
beneficial to everyone.  Teaching others to overcome fears

and providing bats with roosting sites and natural habitat are
simple ways we can help these intriguing night flying
mammals.

Kim Williams is the Executive Director of the Organization for Bat Conservation
which provides interactive educational programs on bats, bat house research projects,
and other large-scale conservation programs to help bats.  Members of OBC receive
the Bat Conservation Journal, informational handouts, invitations to special pro-
grams, and discounts on bat items including bat houses.
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Gardening for Wildlife –
What a Joy!

SC Public Housing Community Certified
by Gina E. DeMillo

Westview Homes residents in Greenville, S.C. are
enjoying the benefits of months of labor as their garden was
designated the nation’s first Backyard Wildlife Habitat site in a
public housing community. The
project was a collaborative effort
of residents, city officials, volun-
teers and Landscapes for Learning
(LFL), a Clemson University
Extension special outreach
program, partially funded by the
Betsy M. Campbell Foundation.
In January 1998, LFL began
working with the Greenville
Housing Authority and the Westview Residents’ Association
to discuss the community’s needs for an enhanced landscape,
and other related informal educational opportunities. These

needs were met through a Housing and Urban Development
(HUD) grant for community revitalization awarded to
Clemson sociology professor William Patterson.  Brenda

Vander Mey, a sociology professor and
Clemson Extension specialist, was the
investigator for the Landscapes for
Learning component of the project,
which offers nonformal education and
job training. Landscapes for Learning at
Westview Homes was supported by
individuals and organizations, including
Ms. Diane Young and Ms. Maxine
Sullivan of Westview Homes Residents’

Association; Ms. Dott Lamkin, GHA; Ms. Linda Russell,
Director and Bob Rogers, retired, Greenville County Exten-
sion Service; and Dr. William Patterson, Clemson University.

Indiana Bat – Endangered
The Indiana bat (Myotis sodalis) is one of nine North

American bats listed on the U.S. Endangered and Threat-
ened Species List.  As of 1996, the estimated population
of this bat was 353,185 individuals.  The historic range of
the Indiana bat was the eastern and midwest United States.
Currently, there are still breeding populations verified in
Indiana, Iowa, Kentucky, and Missouri.  Indiana bats hi-
bernate in cool, limestone caves and spend the rest of their
time in riparian and flood plain forests near small, tree-
covered streams.  Throughout its range, the Indiana bat
plays an important role in its ecosystem by consuming vast
quantities of insects each night.

Threats to this species include human disturbance of
the caves where the bats hibernate, commercialization of
former bat caves, alteration of the cave temperature as a
result of opening additional entrances, and the loss of sum-
mer forest and stream habitat.  It is possible that pesticides
also threaten these bats.

The Indiana bat is one of the 25 endangered species
featured in NWF’s Keep the Wild Alive™ campaign.
As part of the campaign, NWF will be exploring
educational,
legislative, and on-
the-ground
opportunities for
improving the
Indiana bat’s
chances for
recovery and long-
term survival.

by Leslie Trabant

In early June, NWF’s Western Natural Resource
Center sent a survey to the certified habitat garden-
ers in our region – Washington, Idaho, and
Oregon.  Out of almost 900 surveys, we
have received more than 300 back!
Almost everyone who responded is still
gardening for wildlife despite life changes and
changes to the landscape around them.

Responses are still coming in, and I realize that habitat
gardeners really care about what they are accomplishing for
wildlife and that they want to share their experiences with us.  I
have answered everyone who asked questions about “pesky”
wildlife like crows and raccoons, what plants attract particular
animals, and more.  One respondent told us that “....your
habitat guidelines have helped me make the place even more
user-friendly for them [wildlife] – they are kind enough to let us
use the garden, too – as long as I keep the feeders full!”

A wide variety of age groups are gardening for wildlife.
Wrote one habitat gardener, “My husband and I are 76 and
77 years old. What a joy all of this is to us!”  Many habitat
gardeners are sharing their knowledge and experience with family,
friends, and neighbors.  Sharing with children in the family or
through school programs seems to bring joy to many habitat
gardeners. Cathy Spalding of Washington told us that, “It has
provided them, our next generation of leaders, a sound sense of
appreciation for all life and a respect for the provisions of nature.”

Our thanks to everyone who responded to our survey.  Keep
up the great work!

Leslie Trabant is an intern with NWF’s Western Natural Resource Center in
Portland, OR.
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Key Criteria for  DESIGN:  The most successful bat houses are approxi-
mately two feet tall, at least 14 or more inches wide, and
have 3- to 6-inch landing areas extending below the en-
trances. Houses with one to six chambers can be successful
but 3 or 4 chambers seem to be optimum, especially for
nursery colonies.  Roost partitions should be spaced between
1/2-inch and 3/4-inch apart. Partitions and landing areas
must be roughened. Wood surfaces can simply be scratched,
but are best covered with durable plastic screening (1/8-inch
or 1/4-inch mesh). Do not cover ventilation slots and be
sure screening is attached to one side of each roost partition
as well.  Ventilation slots are critically important in all
houses to be used where average high temperatures in July
are 85˚F or above. They should be 1/2-inch wide to reduce
entry of light and unwanted guests, such as birds. The front
vent should extend from side to side about six inches above
the bottom. A vertical vent, 1/2-inch wide by six inches
long, should be included at each end of the rear chamber of
multiple-chamber houses. The vents greatly reduce the odds
of overheating on extra hot days and especially contribute to
success in moderate or hot climates. They may be unneces-
sary in exceptionally cool areas.

Bat House  

CONSTRUCTION:  Half-inch plywood is ideal for fronts,
backs, and roofs, while 1-inch board lumber is best for the
sides. Use of 1/4-inch plywood for roosting partitions substan-
tially reduces overall bat house weight and enables more
roosting space for a given house size. Staples used to attach
plastic mesh should not protrude from the far sides of panels
and will last longer if they are exterior grade and galvanized.
All seams must be caulked, especially around the roof, prior to
painting. Latex caulk is easiest to use.  Providing sufficient
warmth without overheating is a key element in attracting
bats. All outer surfaces and entry areas of bat houses should be
painted with at least two coats of exterior latex paint to ensure
against moisture, air leaks, and wood deterioration.

SUN EXPOSURE:  When choosing a bat house location,
both sun exposure and heat absorption (according to house
color) must be carefully considered. Bat houses in cool
climates need to absorb much more solar heat than those in
hot climates. They should be black where average high
temperatures in July are 80-85˚F or less; dark (such as dark
brown, gray, or green) where they are 85-95˚F; medium or
light where they are 95-100˚F; and white where they exceed
100˚F.  Bats in nursery colonies like warm houses, ideally
where temperatures are between 80˚ and 100˚F, meaning that
their roosts require solar heating in all but the hottest climates.

Materials Needed (makes 2)
❒ 1/2 sheet (4' x 4') 1/2" cdx (outdoor grade) plywood
❒ 1/2 sheet (4' x 4') 1/4" cdx (outdoor grade) plywood
❒ 2 pieces I” x 6" (0.75" x 5.25" finished) x 8' pine or cedar
❒ 1/8" mesh HDPE (plastic) netting, 7' x 36"
❒ 1 lb. 1 5/8" multipurpose (drywall) screws
❒ 1 quart latex acrylic paint
❒ 1 tube paintable acrylic caulk
❒ 5/16" staples

Since bat boxes help supply vital
habitat for bats, NWF’s Backyard
Wildlife Habitat and Keep the Wild
Alive campaigns are teaming together to
encourage you to hang your own bat

Adapted from Bat Conservation International’s Bat House Builders Handbook

HABITAT  

Bats in Your Belfry?
Steps in Bat-Proofing
Your House by Tammy Schwab

Provide the colony with an alternate roost or bat box
near by.

May-August:  Watch your house at dusk to
identify bat entrances. During the day, turn off the
attic lights and look for openings where outside light
is visible.  Do not seal the openings now.

August-October:  Install one way door(s) (pieces
of mesh fastened over a bat entrance to form a long
sleeve or tent with an open bottom). These doors
allow bats to exit at night but prevent their reentry at
dawn.

November-April:  Seal entrances after bats leave
in fall and before they return in spring.  Bats poten-
tially can enter holes as small as 3/4" in diameter. If
you suspect bats are hibernating in the building,
install a one-way door in September or October.
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MOUNTING:  Bats find houses mounted on poles or
buildings more than twice as fast as those on trees. Trees
may be less preferable, in part, because tree mounted
houses tend to receive less sun and may be more vulner-
able to predators. Houses mounted under the eaves on
wood or stone buildings, but still exposed to the sun, tend
to be better protected from rain and predators and have
been especially successful. Generally, bat houses should be
mounted 15-20 feet above ground, though 10-12 feet
may suffice. The best locations are along the borders of
streams, rivers, or lakes or along a forest edge, because
these are natural bat flyways.

PROTECTION:  Safety from predators appears to be a
key factor in bat choice, and houses mounted on sides of
buildings or high up on poles provide the best protection.
Locations at least 20-25 feet from trees reduce obstruc-
tions and predation and may receive more necessary
sunlight. In areas where climbing snakes occur, it may be
necessary to purchase predator guards from a supplier of
purple martin house products. You may make your own
guards by tightly covering the upper end of a 2-foot
section of 10-inch-diameter galvanized stove pipe with
1/2-inch hardware cloth, allowing a hole in the middle for
a bat house pole. Place one such predator guard around
each pole about four feet above the ground.

Construction Procedure
1. Measure and mark all wood.  Cut out all parts.
2. Cut six pieces of netting 14' x 21".  Staple to partitions.
3. Screw back to sides, caulking first.  Be sure top angles match.
4. Cut a piece of netting 16" x 30' and staple to inside surface of

back, starting at the bottom.  Be sure netting lies flat (curve
down) and does not pucker.

5. Attach 5" and 10" spacers to inside corners as per drawing.
6. Place a partition on spacers to within 1/2" of roof.  Place 20"

spacers on partition, screw to first spacers (through parti-
tion).  Be careful not to block side vents.

7. Repeat step six for remaining spacers.
8. Screw front to sides.
9. Attach roof supports to the top inside of front and back pieces.

Be careful that screws do not protrude into roosting chamber.
10. Caulk around all top joints, sanding first if necessary

to ensure good fit with roof.
11. Screw roof to sides and roof supports.
12. Paint exterior at least twice.

box. From now until January 1, 2000,
anyone who sends in a picture of a bat box
that they have hung will receive a beautiful
Keep the Wild Alive 22" x 28" color poster.

Send your picture, along
with a mailing address to:
NWF
1400 16th Street, NW, Suite 501
Washington, DC 20036
ATTN: Elizabeth Murdock photo – Donna Hensley, Bat Conservation International
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Successful Bat Houses

Building Contest

 HINTS
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Seeing With Your Ears
adapted with permission from Bat Conservation International

6

Objective: To understand how bats use sound to
navigate and find food in the dark

Grades: 3-5

Type of Activity: Demonstration and discussion

Materials: ❑ Basketballs or similar sized
    bouncing balls
❑ Blindfolds
❑ Ear plugs or cotton balls

Background Information:
Even though no bats are blind, some 70% use a sonar

system, called echolocation, to navigate in the dark and find
food.  They can detect the size, texture, even the direction of a
moving insect, using sound alone.  Bats emit sound pulses,
produced in the larynx through the mouth or nose. As these
sounds come in contact with objects – trees, building,
potential food – they are reflected back as echoes and collected
by the bat’s ears.  Information from the echoes is processed in
the bat’s brain instantaneously, enabling the bat to fly without
a collision.  Most of these sound pulses are produced at a
frequency too high for humans to hear without the aid of
special equipment.

Activity:
Divide the class into pairs in a gym or other large empty

room.  Each pair gets a large bouncing ball.  They need to use
two walls and should stand closer to one wall than the other.
Each taking a turn they will throw the ball (sound wave)
towards the wall.  As the sound wave (ball) hits the wall, it (the
echo) will bounce back.  As the thrower sees the ball returning
he/she points and follows it with a finger as it returns.  Each
partner takes a turn at both the close and far walls. Point out to
the students that the ball (echo) returns more quickly from the
closer wall.

The second part of the exercise enables each pair to do the
exercise like bats.  One partner is blindfolded.  The other
partner orients the blindfolded partner toward the wall and
hands him/her the ball to throw against the close wall, and far
wall, again pointing to the ball (echo) and following it with a
finger as it returns.  Each student should be able to determine
from hearing alone, which is the close wall and which one is far
and indicate the direction in which the ball is moving.

For the third part of the exercise, in addition to the
blindfold, the partners will also use a pair of ear plugs, or
alternate means of blocking hearing and repeat the same exercise
on the near and far walls.  Could the student identify the near
and far walls?  Follow the track of the echo with a finger?

Following this indoor activity, take the class outside for a
short hike and discuss the following questions: What kinds of
obstacles must a bat avoid while it hunts for insects at night?
(Buildings, trees, rocks, power lines, etc.) Using examples the
children can see, ask how the bat knows what is closer, the tree
10 feet away or the building 100 feet away? (Sound waves
return faster if the obstacle is closer.) How does a bat remember
where all those obstacles are while it chases a darting insect?
(The brain processes and remembers all the information while
the bat flies.) What happens if it rains or gets very windy? (Bats
may have to stop hunting until the weather improves.) What
happens if two bats are chasing the same insect? (First come,
first served!) What other kinds of animals hunt for flying
insects at night? (Not many, that’s why bats hunt at night; they
don’t have to compete for food with animals like birds.)

ECHOLOCATION

The study of bats can be an interesting and educational addition to a Schoolyard
Habitats® project.  You don’t have to have bats residing in your habitat area to
enjoy learning about the wonders of these amazing creatures, though, the addition
of bat boxes to your habitat project will create safe places for these natural pest
controllers to call “home,” as well as provide unique hands-on glimpses into the
lives of these amazing creatures for students, teachers and the community.

Remember, as is true with any mammal that may visit your schoolyard, bats
pose little threat to properly educated humans that know not to handle them.

The following activity teaches students about the
interesting process of echolocation.
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Preparing Your
Wildlife Habitat
for Fall
and Winter

There are a number of things you can do to prepare
your habitat for fall and winter.  Many of the things you
can do will help the birds and other wildlife better deal
with the upcoming winter.
Clean Out Old Nest Boxes

Cleaning out old nests from houses can help reduce
the possibility of parasitic insects and mites surviving the
winter.  It also allows birds the opportunity to roost in a
clean house during harsh weather in the fall and winter.
Roosting boxes, brush piles or natural plant cover can also
aid birds seeking protection from cold weather or
predators.
Prepare Birdbaths

Birds and other wildlife will appreciate a source for
water in the winter, and providing an open source of
water such as a birdbath is helpful.  In areas where the
weather can turn cold and possibly freeze the water in
birdbaths, a heater or heated birdbath can be used.
Clean Feeders

It is important that feeders be cleaned on a regular
basis.  Feeders should be cleaned with warm water only.
Cleaning the area around the feeders is also important
because it helps keep the mess down for birds that are
feeding on the ground.
Keep Feeders Full

To maintain their high metabolic rate, most backyard
birds eat rich, energy foods such as seeds, insects, and
suet.  There are some times when birds are not prepared
to deal with sudden drops in temperatures or sudden
winter storms.  At times like these it is especially helpful
to have feeders full so that birds can find food easily.

Preparing you habitat for birds and
wildlife in the fall can help you enjoy
your wildlife habitat all fall and winter.

by Alicia Craig-Lich,
Senior Manager of Nature
Education for Wild Birds
Unlimited (www.wbu.com).

Fun Bat Trivia –
Did You Know?
Reprinted from
Bat Conservation International.

The world’s smallest mammal is the
bumblebee bat of Thailand, weighing
less than a penny.

The common little brown bat of North
America is the world’s longest lived
mammal for its size, with a life-span
sometimes exceeding 32 years.

The pallid bat of western North
America is immune to the stings of
scorpions and even the seven-inch
centipedes upon which it feeds.

Fishing bats have echolocation so
sophisticated that they can detect a
minnow’s fin as fine as a human hair,
protruding only two millimeters above
a pond’s surface.

The 20 million Mexican free-tail bats
that live in Bracken Cave in Texas eat
more than 200 tons of insects nightly.

Red bats that live in tree foliage
throughout most of North America
can withstand body temperatures as
low as 23 degrees F. during winter
hibernation.

Frog-eating bats identify edible from
poisonous frogs by listening to the
mating calls of male frogs. Frogs
counter by hiding and using short
calls that are difficult to locate.

illustration-Ted Walke
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People and Nature: Our Future Is in the Balance

Bats
For Children and Educators:

Amazing Bats, by Frank Greenaway.  Photographs by Jerry Young.  An Eyewitness book
for ages 4-8.  Knopf, 1991. $9.99 paperback.

Bats: A Creativity Book for Young Conservationists, by Jane F.G. Jennings.  Drawings by
Laura A. Hoehn.  A workbook, for ages 9-12, that includes math, language arts and sci-
ence activities. Bat Conservation International, 1996. $5.95 paperback.

Discover Bats!  This educator’s kit includes a video, and a teacher’s handbook with
activities for students aged 9 to 15.  Available from Bat Conservation International at 1-
800-538-BATS for $39.95 for BCI members and $41.95 for nonmembers.

Shadows of Night: The Hidden World of the Little Brown Bat, by Barbara Bash.  The
natural history of one of our most common bats for readers age 4-8.  Sierra Club, 1993.
$16.95 hardcover.

Stellaluna, by Jannell Cannon.  Beautifully illustrated, classic story for readers aged 4-
8 of a baby fruit bat who discovers her true nature after being adopted by a family of birds.
Harcourt Brace, 1993. $16.00 hardcover.

For Backyard Wildlifers:
America’s Neighborhood Bats, by Merlin D. Tuttle.  The natural history of bats with

color photographs by the founder of Bat Conservation International.  University of Texas
Press, 1997. $10.95 paperback.

The Bat House Builder’s Handbook, by Merlin D. Tuttle and Donna L. Hensley.  From Bat
Conservation International, this pamphlet will guide you through the how and why’s of
bat house construction.  Bat Conservation International, 1997. $9.95 paperback.

Understanding Bats, by Kim Williams and Rob Mies.  This 32-page pamphlet includes
species profiles of North America’s six most common bats and information about how to
help bats in your own backyard.  Bird Watcher’s Digest Press, 1996. $2.95 paperback.
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